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AUTHOR RELEASE

AUTHOR:

ARTICLE:

The Author submits the Article to the Music Teachers National Association ("MTNA") for publication in the Business Digest. It is solely in MTNA’s discretion whether to publish the Article. MTNA may edit the Article for content and publish all or specific parts of the Article. The Author grants to MTNA exclusive rights and permission to publish, transmit or otherwise exhibit all or any part of the Article, post all or any part of the Article on its website, use all or any part of the Article in a derivative work or collection of works, and license content to companies that can redistribute the Article in a variety of formats.

In order to accept the Article for publication in the Business Digest, MTNA must receive all of the following representations by the Author. The Author should place his or her initials in front of the statements below, input the Author’s name on the signature line, and return the Author Release to MTNA via Adobe Sign.

_______
(Initials) The Author warrants that the Article is the sole, exclusive and original work of the Author, except for such excerpts from copyrighted works as may be included with permission of the copyright holders thereof. In addition, Author warrants that nothing in the Article will infringe upon any copyright, trademark, patent, statutory right or proprietary right of others in any intellectual property or otherwise.

_______
(Initials) The Author warrants that the Article shall not contain any libelous or slanderous material.

_______
(Initials) The Author warrants that neither the Article nor any portion thereof has been submitted to any other magazine or periodical for publication.

Author’s Signature:_________________________________

Date:_____________________
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